APPENDIX

The Questionnaire
THE QUESTIONNAIRE

VEGETABLES FOR HOME USE AND FOR SALE

Section V—LAWN USE AND IRRIGATION IN 1949

A. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

B. E. B. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

C. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

D. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

E. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

F. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

G. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

H. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

I. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

J. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

K. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

L. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

M. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

N. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

O. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

P. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

Q. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

R. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

S. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

T. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

U. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

V. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

W. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

X. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

Y. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

Z. E. A. Area in This Place—(may be from question 12)

OTHER LAND, INCLUDING LAND OCCUPIED BY BUILDINGS AND SHEDS

Section VI—YEAR BEGUN OPERATION, AND OFF-FARM WORK AND OTHER INCOME IN 1949

YEAR BEGUN OPERATIONS

OFF-FARM WORK AND OTHER INCOME

(Reduced facsimile)
TERRITORY OF HAWAII

PARTURE RECEIPTS IN 1949:

[Text continues...]

ARABLES, APRIL 1, 1949:

[X] Yes or No. If "No," check and skip to question [X].
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X
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ANIMALS BORN ALIVE IN 1949:

[Text continues...]

PAVEI1 BUTCHERING IN 1949:

[Text continues...]

DAIRY PRODUCTS IN 1949:

[Text continues...]

WOOL GROWN IN 1949:

[Text continues...]

SHEEP AND LAMBS, APRIL 1, 1949:

[Text continues...]

(Reduced facsimile)
Show me the text.